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Books of authorities must be filed when more than five cases will be relied upon.
Books of authorities must include only the cases upon which counsel intend to rely in
argument. The passages to be relied upon are to be highlighted, underlined or sidelined
in all copies.
The Court does not require the parties to include in their casebooks the authorities in
the list attached to this Practice Direction. Where a party intends to rely on one of the
listed authorities, they need only include the citation and the relevant passage(s) in their
casebook.
All possible efforts should be made to ensure that the authorities provided to the Court
by one party do not duplicate authorities provided by the other party or parties. Counsel
are encouraged to exchange casebook indices to avoid duplication.
The parties are encouraged to submit joint casebooks whenever possible.
Books of authorities must:


have a cover page indicating by whom they are filed. A joint casebook must have
a cover page indicating that it is a joint casebook;



be legibly reproduced on 8 ½ x 11 paper, single-sided or double-sided, with one
page of authority upright on each page or side of a page;



have a tab for each case (either numerical or by letters), and;



include an index.

Books of authorities should be filed no later than 4:00 p.m. two days before the matter is
to be heard. Highlighted cases or casebooks may be emailed to the Trial Coordinator
(TC.TrialCoordinator@yukoncourts.ca), however a hard copy of the material will still be
required by the court at the hearing and must be filed with the court registry, unless the
presiding judge advises otherwise.

Counsel may, in their discretion, limit the photocopying of an unduly long case to the
specific passage or passages upon which they rely, which are to be highlighted,
together with the headnote.

Chief Judge K. Ruddy
April 6, 2018
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